
campus of a fundamentalist Bible College founded by my 
grandfather. I had known no Quakers growing up, and my 
initial introduction to Quakers had been through the writing 
of Catherine Marshall in the novel Christy. I felt a certain 
respect for the character of Alice Henderson, a nurturing 
and spiritually mature woman who the author contrasted 
against the more rigid, legalistic evangelists portrayed in 
the mountain setting of the book. As the granddaughter of a 
preacher and teacher of preachers, I already knew everything 
I wanted to know about their practices. It was the Quaker 
who intrigued me.

This summer, while I was visiting my elder and spiritual 
supporter Maurine Pyle, we visited a library where we were 
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Finding Spiritual Support                                                                             Pamela Richards

From the Editors (a conversation):
Pamela Richards: “Wisdom is more precious 
than rubies, and nothing you desire can 
compare with her.” (Proverbs 8: 11)
How did you decide to pursue eldership? 
Describe how you were able to identify an 
elder in your life. What eldership traits stood 
out to you? What difference has having an elder 
made in your life? What steps are you taking 
to be ready to guide others? How has traveling 
become important to your search for an elder? 
Mariellen Gilpin: I realize a very important 
lesson I need to learn about eldering is the need 
to proceed in humility; wanting to help is a good 
start, of course, but knowing in one’s gut that 
one doesn’t know is so essential.
See the web version for more spiritual support, 
even from horses! <whatcanstthousay.org>

I have come to Quakers at the beginning of the twenty-first 
century, an age when the presence of traditional spiritual 

support is not as common as it once was. Spiritual support, 
like wisdom, rarely shows up when we are not looking for 
it. It is not that it does not exist; but the state of readiness 
to receive is prerequisite. There is a process of seeking, 
asking and knocking on doors that demands an openhearted 
curiosity. In seeking spiritual support, sometimes we learn 
to expand our community by traveling the paths of time. 
I have sought spiritual support in literature, in Scripture, 
with Friends who have passed on, from ancestors, and from 
Friends who have benefited from the wisdom of twentieth 
century elders. 

In the story of Abraham, God takes Abraham to look 
at the night sky, and declares that his descendants will be 
as numerous as the stars of the heavens. If an individual 
is represented by one star, I suggest our spiritual support 
system is represented by a constellation. This is how humans 
of all cultures have viewed the night sky—as connected in 
meaningful patterns that tell a story.  Every culture has its 
own sense of the meaning of these stories. Even though I 
live in a hilly city, I admit I am still a skygazer: I am drawn 
to any visible patch of night sky again and again, scanning 
it like the pages of a book, expecting it to spell out a story 
that will bring me a message from God. A moon? What part 
of the sky, how long after dusk, what shape? Do I recognize 
a constellation nearby? Looking up into the dark at night 
reminds me that we have all been tossed into the same sky, 
but not without connections: not without context. Seeking 
spiritual support is much like seeking the sparks of light that 
have been cast into our constellation with us. It is not to our 
own credit that we have experienced certain relationships 
or learned from particular Friends. It is a matter of God’s 
design, and a declaration of his glory.

Surprisingly, I entered my first relationship of spiritual 
support after I left high school and met my first Friend on the 

cont’d p. 3
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WCTS Price Increase
It has been a long time since WCTS has increased subscription prices, but 
printing and mailing costs have risen so much that we finally have to do it. 
A one-year subscription is now $12 and a two-year subscription is $20. The 
email subscription is still $5 per year.

New WCTS Editor
In the last two issues we explained that Mariellen Gilpin, who has been the 
heart and soul of What Canst Thou Say nearly 20 years, feels the need 
to reduce her responsibilities. We issued an invitation for new staff editors 
to join the team. Pamela Richards, who is the Guest Editor for this issue, 
has enjoyed the process so much that she has joined the editorial team. 
Welcome, Pamela!
If anyone else is led to join the team, or if you would like to serve as a Guest 
Editor, let us know <wctseditors@gmail.com>.

Answering the Call: Reflecting the Light
2017 Friendly Mystic Gathering

What Canst Thou Say is offering a fifth annual gathering of Friendly 
Mystics on the theme “Answering the Call: Reflecting the Light.” It will be 
at The Cenacle Retreat Center in Chicago, Illinois, during the Indigenous 
People’s holiday weekend, October 6–9, 2017. The registration form is now 
available on our website <whatcanstthousay.org> or contact Mike Resman 
<resmanmh@aol.com>:
   WCTS c/o Michael Resman
   815 9th St SW, Rochester MN 55902

Scholarship Donations Needed
Even if you are not able to go to the Friendly Mystics Gathering, you can 
help. We need donations for the scholarship fund to allow participants to 
attend who may not have the funds to cover their costs. We are especially 
interested in supporting young Friends who would like to attend. Checks 
can be sent to Michael Resman at the address above.

Friendly Mystic Gathering Proceedings
Thanks to the faithful volunteer work of Janice Stensrude, the proceedings 
of the first three Gatherings of Friendly Mystics are available at <lulu.com>. 
Search for “What Canst Thou Say” and you will see the proceedings from 
the first three gatherings of friendly mystics, both full color hardback and 
black ink paperback. They are also available for free download on our 
website <whatcanstthousay.pdf> on the Gathering page. Enjoy!

WCTS Has Two Blogs
1) Quaker Mystics: Gathering for Discernment of God’s Guidance 
<quakermystics.wordpress.com> was created to support gatherings 
sponsored by What Canst Thou Say, including information about future 
gatherings and the epistles from past gatherings.
2) Soon after creating the Quaker Mystics blog, the editors found the 
need for another blog to support the journal What Canst Thou Say 
<worshipsharinginprint.wordpress.com>, to publish essays between 
quarterly issues, or those that didn’t fit in the journal. 
If you would like to contribute to either of these blogs, contact Judy Lumb 
<judylumb@yahoo.com>. 

What Canst Thou Say? (WCTS) 
is an independent publication co-
operatively produced by Friends 
with an interest in mystical 
experience and contemplative 
practice. It is published in August, 
November, February, and May. 
The editorial and production team 
is Muriel Dimock, Lissa Field, 
Mariellen Gilpin, Judy Lumb, 
Grayce Mesner, Mike Resman, 
Pamela Richards, Earl Smith, and 
Eleanor Warnock. 

Tell us your stories! WCTS is a 
worship-sharing group in print. 
We hope to help Friends be 
tender and open to the Spirit. 
Articles that best communicate 
to our readers focus on specific 
events and are written in the first 
person. We welcome submissions 
of articles less than 1500 words 
and artwork suitable for black and 
white reproduction. 

Please send your text sub-
missions in Word or generic 
text format and artwork in high 
resolution jpeg files. Photocopied 
art and typed submissions are 
also accepted. Send via email 
to <wctseditors@gmail.com> 
or hard copy to WCTS, 815 9th 
Street SW, Rochestor MN 55902.. 

All authors and artists retain 
copyright to their articles and 
artwork published in WCTS. 
WCTS retains the right to publish 
initially and to reprint in WCTS 
anthologies. 

If you want to reprint an article 
from WCTS, please contact us 
for permission. We will make 
every effort to contact the author. 
If that is not possible, we may 
grant permission and ask that a 
copy be sent to the Meeting last 
attended by the author.

For subscription rates, see the 
subscription form on page 9. 
Send subscription correspondence 
to  Michae l  Resman <wcts 
subscriptions@gmail.com> or 
WCTS, 815 9th Street SW, 
Rochestor MN 55902.
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invited to select books to donate to 
prisoners. There I came across Christy, 
and I knew I’d like to ask Maurine 
what she thought of it. I suggested the 
book to Maurine, who cheerfully made 
a donation in exchange for a used copy 
of the book. More than forty years 
after I had first read the book, Maurine 
pointed out the narrative description of 
a clearness process between Christy, 
the main character, and Alice, the 
Quaker. And now I could see that when 
I first met Maurine three years previ-
ously, I already had a prototype for the 
nurturing presence of spiritual support 
we found in our friendship. 

Back in 1974 when I met my first 
Quaker, Richard Mullins, I do not 
know whether my initial reading of 
Christy had influenced, or prepared me 
for the experience of spiritual support 
we both gained from our relationship. 
It became a complex and multi-faceted 
friendship, but for the moment I will 
focus on the spiritual dynamics. 

What characterized the relation-
ship as one of spiritual support? I knew 
it was spiritual support, but not until re-
discovering Quakers thirty years later 
did I learn a vocabulary to describe it. 
I began to recognize underlying pat-
terns in my friendship with Maurine 
that reminded me of Richard’s style of 
listening, and I asked, and sought, and 
knocked. A seasoned elder, Maurine 
reflected all of my questions as she 
modeled the clearness process. She 
helped me recognize the underly-
ing process of spiritual support that, 
by God’s plan, has been unfolding 
throughout my life. 

First, I learned that in spiritual 
support there is no judgement. In 
1974, I was in a clear state of spiritual 
rebellion against my mother’s form 
of Christianity that had brought me 
to that place, but Richard considered 
me in all respects his spiritual equal. 

Frankly, I felt like everyone else on 
campus treated me like a freak. They 
were being kind, but the underlying 
assumption was that I was the goat, and 
the rest of them were all sheep. I soon 
became irritated by the “salvation” 
scripts that some students resorted to 
when we were alone. 

By contrast, in his actions and 
his conversations, Richard had even 
invited me to act as his spiritual sup-
port before I demonstrated a commit-
ment to any sort of spiritual calling. 
It was such a relief not to face harsh 
judgement, I instantly relaxed in his 
presence. He simply believed that 
humans are spiritual beings, and that 
makes us all equal regardless of our 
stance toward spirituality. He modeled 
the kind of openness that showed me 
how to contemplate the possibility 
or, later, the reality of God without 
sensing the threat that triggered my 
rebelliousness. 

During our deeper conversations, 
we were present for one another, but 
more than that, we were both in the 
presence of the Light. I sensed, as he 
told me the more difficult parts of his 
story, that he had more to bear than I 
could help him with. I began reaching 
out for a higher source of strength. I 
found myself praying for my friend as 
he spoke and in the silences, listening 
for God to speak his wisdom to us 
as well. I sensed Richard was doing 
the same for me. This is a practice 
of spiritual support some have called 
“deep listening.”

In the Jewish faith, ten members—
called a minyan—are required to be in 
company to experience the presence of 
God in worship. By contrast, one of the 
teachings of Jesus says, “Whenever 
two or more are gathered in my name, 
there am I in your midst.” Of course, 
it cannot be denied that God touches 
us with His presence at times when we 

are otherwise alone—but that experi-
ence can be so overpowering that in 
the moment, it is sometimes difficult to 
comprehend the meaning or purpose of 
His presence. The value of processing 
such an experience with a supporting 
Friend in the light is that it gives our 
experience more depth, exposes more 
levels of meaning, opens more poten-
tial, and affects both of us in profound 
ways. The fact that it only takes two 
to usher in the presence renders the 
Light more accessible, more por-
table and more consistent in our lives. 
Sometimes it takes a fellow stargazer 
in our constellation to help us discern 
which way the cosmic wind is blowing.  

Deep questions—about ourselves, 
about the nature of God, the mean-
ing of suffering—surfaced, requiring 
a response not from the mind, but 
from the source of wisdom within. 
Sometimes the answers were incom-
plete, simple statements of not-know-
ing, but answers were not the point. 
The questions served as a gateway to a 
state of openness. In turn, dwelling in a 
state of openness suspended our expec-
tations, opening the way for potential 
in any direction. I later learned that 
the process of opening to unexplored 
potential is sometimes called “clearing 
space.” It is an attitude essential to the 
path I am currently called to, the wind-
blown state of responsiveness to Spirit 
which some call “As way opens.”
Pamela Richards is a member of 
Community Friends Monthly Meeting 
in Cincinnati, and Ohio Valley Yearly 
Meeting.  She joined the Society of Friends 
in 2013.  She has sought out experiences 
of mentoring practices of Friends such 
as deep listening and eldership. New to 
traveling ministry, she has also had the 
joy of supporting Friends in traveling and 
writing ministries. Like many of us who 
have undertaken a study of their ancestry, 
she has recently discovered long-forgotten 
family roots among Quakers.  

Finding Spiritual Support (cont’d from p. 1)
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Our meeting had several dear 
elders when I was learning to be 

a Quaker. I remember Wilbur Luce, 
who was then the age I am now. He 
often spoke in worship, almost always 
about the natural world. I remember 
with special fondness the unseasonably 
warm February when we threw open 
the meetinghouse windows. Through 
the open windows, we heard an unfa-
miliar birdcall. Wilbur, seated in his 
favorite chair by the window, looked 
up. Then he stood to speak, head 
bowed in reverence. He said, “That’s 
a vireo.” He sat down again, message 
complete, looking as if he were sitting 
in the presence of Eternity itself. We 
loved Wilbur.

It was a good fifteen years after 
Wilbur died when the meeting was 
going through a rough patch. Finally 
during a threshing session, we turned 
a corner. We knew we still had a lot 
of hard work ahead of us, but we also 
knew we were of one mind and one 
heart. I came home from that thresh-
ing session so happy and relieved and 
thankful. I lay in bed that night giving 
thanks. I somehow knew our elders 
in the meeting, those who were dead, 
had prayed too for this milestone con-
versation. Overflowing with gratitude, 
I began thanking them all, calling up 
a clear memory-picture of each one 
and thanking them by name. I thought 
I was done, and rolled over to sleep. 
Suddenly I had another clear memory-
picture: Wilbur, sitting in his favorite 
chair by the window, looking like he 
was in the presence of Eternity again 
(still). I’d forgotten to include Wilbur 
in my thanking, and he was letting 
me know he was praying for us, too. 
“Wilbur! I forgot to thank you, too, 
for your prayers!” I said. Then I slept.

Rachel Weller was the elder who 
explained how Quaker discernment 

A Meeting Well Stocked with Quaker Elders
Mariellen Gilpin

worked: None of us could know the 
Truth with a capital T, but each of us 
had a little piece of truth. A commit-
tee of Quaker elders pooled their little 
pieces of truth, and together we had 
a larger approximation of truth than 
any one of us had individually. Her 
combination of wisdom and humil-
ity has been deeply imprinted on my 
consciousness. One Sunday morning, I 
greeted her with a hug and asked how 
she was. She drew herself up to her 
full five feet tall and announced, “I’m 

clinging to the wreckage!” As a matter 
of fact, she lived another 20 years, 
during which she became Baha’i, and 
regularly came to worship in order to 
read aloud a Baha’i prayer during the 
silence. 

Frankie Day’s eldering gift was 
hospitality. We were regularly invited 
to drop by for lunch after worship. 
We made the meal together, follow-
ing her directions called to us as we 
worked somewhat chaotically in her 
very small, cluttered kitchen. I still 
remember her fresh apple salad with 
garlic mayonnaise—and I also remem-
ber her big old dining room table with 
a stepladder substituted for one table 
leg. Her casual welcome gave me a 
different view of how to treat guests: 
none of this stuff about washing all the 
knickknacks before the guests arrived. 
Not when you came to Frankie and 
Mahlon’s for Sunday lunch. 

Mahlon Day’s booming bass 
when we sang around the piano was 

almost as much a treat as Mahlon offer-
ing us vanilla ice cream with Frankie’s 
homemade chocolate sauce. Mahlon 
sat almost silent in business meetings, 
except for sometimes mumbling inau-
dibly into his beard. I made the social 
error once of sitting next to him, able to 
actually hear his ascerbic commentary. 
Another Friend, rather sanctimonious, 
was bemoaning that her teenagers 
refused to come to worship. “I don’t 
know how to get them to come,” she 
complained. Mahlon’s beard rumbled, 
“Force!” And I had to pretend I hadn’t 
caught the joke. He seldom spoke in 
worship, but his moving memorial 
upon the death of his older brother still 
reverberates in my heart: “I never had 
to depend on my brother, but I always 
knew I could.”

All our elders had feet of clay, but 
Marian Freeman’s were rather more 
in evidence. She was the quintessential 
little old lady: old-lady hat, old-lady 
shoes, old-lady good wool suit. She 
sat in worship, hand over her mouth, 
moaning behind her hand if she didn’t 
like what someone shared in worship. 
If she especially didn’t like what we 
said, she clicked the metal clasp on her 
purse open and shut, open and shut, 
click, click, clickety-click…. As a shy 
and self-effacing Quaker in my twen-
ties, I was once asked to close worship. 
Not a big deal, I thought: start the 
handshake, ask everyone to say their 
names, and then ask for announce-
ments. I can handle that. Not so fast, 
Mariellen. Marian not only moaned 
behind her hand but firmly interrupted 
to correct every other word I said. 
Whatever self-confidence I might have 
wilted entirely. It was long after her 
death before I again undertook to close 
worship. But Marian nurtured my min-
istry, often expressing her appreciation 
of my words spoken in worship. She 

Overflowing with gratitude, I 
began thanking them all, calling 
up a clear memory-picture of 
each one and thanking them by 
name. 
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seemed to like my thoughts, but didn’t 
cotton too much to any evidence of 
leadership—on the part of any Friend, 
not just me.

Gardiner Stillwell was a fervent 
and eloquent speaker in worship, far 
too Christian for some of the religiously 
wounded members of our meeting. He 
played the piano with great fervor: 

I am standing on a mountain 
beneath a cloudless sky; 

I am drinking from a fountain that 
never shall run dry…. 

He often gave me a ride home after 
worship. When his hearing had failed so 
much that he no longer enjoyed playing 
while we sang, he sometimes sat reading 
the score in his lap, so that he could hear 
the music in his head. Since he could 
only hear snippets of others’ ministry, 
on our drive home he often asked me to 
summarize what everyone had shared 
during worship. We commiserated with 
one another when one woman I’ll call 
“Kelly” regularly restated our ministries 
in secular language she could toler-
ate and compared our God-language 
invidiously with the good works of 
some secular organizations. I especially 
remember once when he cupped his 
hand behind his good ear and said with 
some irony, “And Kelly—did she men-
tion the United Nations this morning?” 
“No,” I said with equal irony, while 
enunciating slow-ly and very clear-ly 
into his good ear, “She didn’t mention 
the United Nations, but she did mention 
Doctors Without Borders!” 

Those dear elders: Wilbur, Rachel, 
Frankie, Mahlon, Marian, and Gardiner. 
They had their imperfections, but they 
were so centered in God that they cen-
tered me, too, sometimes with words, 
but mostly with their way of being.

Mariellen Gilpin is one of the editors 
of WCTS and a member of the Urbana-
Champaign Meeting. The elders of her 
meeting raised her from a baby Quaker to 
whoever she turns out to be today.

The leadings of the Divine so often 
come in unbidden ways. When one 

least expects it, a book will fall into your 
hands, an organization you once heard 
about opens a chapter in your neighbor-
hood, a friend you hadn’t thought about 
in years is reintroduced to you by a new 
friend. Whether alone in the world or 
part of a busy network of companion-
ship, we are given connections with the 
One who touches all.

Elise Boulding, a mother, wife, 
author, teacher and ardent peacemaker, 
first came to my awareness through a 
pamphlet where she described “a room 
of her own” she had created in which 
to worship and to write. In that read-
ing, I was swept away by the intense 
familiarity of that longing for a physical 
space to safely open myself to the Holy. 
Years later, an offer by a member of 
the Friends Meeting I attended led to a 
spiritual companionship with a mentor 
no longer living. Seemingly out of the 
blue, I chose Elise Boulding. Over sev-
eral weeks, more extensive reading of 
the author’s varied works and sharing 
with my friend about how they touched 
my sensibilities, enormously enriched 
my connection with God and provided 
an almost palpable presence of a spiri-
tual companion whom I had never met. 

One day, during this period of study 
with my friend, on a walk in my com-
munity, I read a sign on the front lawn 
of a neighbor’s yard for an international 
children’s organization I was invited 
to be a part of as an 11-year-old. I had 
not been able to participate as a child 
but knew that I had been “selected”, 
an honor of sorts. When I got home I 
learned the history of the organization 
and its founders, whom it turns out, had 
a connection to Elise Boulding and her 
work on international peace education 
for children. The stated mission of the 

organization is: “We are founded on 
our belief that peace is possible through 
friendship—and that the real difference 
can be made by starting with children.”. 

Again I experienced that strong 
sense of being swept away by a knowing 
that was greater than I. As I told this to 
my husband, I cried deeply for hours. It 
showed me one of the ways that since I 
was child, the hand of God had been in 
my life and that to this day, I was walk-
ing beside those who had been charged 
to show me the way, even those no 
longer living.

As we feel clear, telling such stories 
of the Presence in our lives can help to 
guide those who are not sure what the 
Inner Voice sounds like, not sure if one 
can trust that strong breeze that seems 
to be nudging us, not sure that they 
are worthy to be touched by the Spirit. 
Hearing these stories even as children 
can lay the groundwork for a life lived 
in love and Holy expectation. And as 
we mature, we learn that even the least 
of us will be called by our divine Parent 
to experience the peace of deep spiritual 
friendship.

Peggy Spohr is a retired public health 
professional living in the Midwest. 

Even Those No 
Longer Living

Peggy Spohr

“The saints aren’t  the 
people who are virtuous 
because they have never 
been tested. The saints are 
the ones who have been 
irritated, who have had to 
forgive, who have failed, 
who have been angry, 
but persist in community 
because they realize there 
is no other way to learn and 
grow.”
—Philip Gulley blogs  at 
<philipgulley.com>. See 
the web version for the rest 
of this blog and much more 
<whatcanstthousay.org>.
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Nowadays among Friends we seem 
to think that elders are old fash-

ioned. But I know that I could never 
have come this far without these wise 
ones who shaped my path. From my first 
day attending a Quaker meeting I saw 
their quiet leadership as essential for my 
spiritual and emotional growth. Coming 
from a Catholic background where there 
was only a rigid catechism to follow, 
I knew I had entered an open space 
where the rules were not evident. Did I 
know how much I would be leaning on 
my Quaker elders? Probably not. I was 
an arrogant 20-something back then 
and cocksure about my ability to find 
my own way. Little did I know that the 
elders were lurking about, sizing me up 
to become an elder myself twenty years 
down the road. I just want to share a few 
stories of crones and sages whom I have 
known and loved and a few lessons they 
taught me along the way.

When I first attended a Quaker 
meeting, I was in my early twenties, and 
like most people at that stage, I was sure 
that I had all the answers. A challenge 
was awaiting me there in the form of 
my first Quaker mentor, an engaging 
gray-haired artist with sparkling blue 
eyes named Alice Ayres. Alice had a 
rather careless way of dressing. Her 
clothing was purely functional, never 
stylish. While I had my whole life 
mapped out in advance, Alice had no 
plans. She loved to tool around town 
on an old rusty bicycle festooned with 
a yellow ribbon, which she claimed kept 
thieves away. I loved her, but secretly I 
thought she was crazy. Alice was magi-
cal in every way, seeming to live in a 
somehow unconnected sphere of real-
ity. Little did I know that Alice would 
become my greatest teacher for learning 
how to let go.

Alice firmly believed in healing 
through the connection of mind, body 

and spirit. She subtly taught me about 
the healing energies which surround 
the body. Here is a typical Alice lesson 
which was almost always in the form 
of a story. One day, she told me, she 
had stumbled into a ground level bees' 
nest and was enveloped by a swarm of 
angry bees. Calmly she walked to her 
car praying over and over, "God bless 
me. God bless me." She received nary 
a sting. "Try it!" she encouraged. "Love 
the bees, and they won't hurt you." I was 
thinking "Oh, sure, Alice." But some-
where inside of me I was intrigued. At 
an outdoor gathering of Quakers a few 
weeks later the yellow jackets were out 
in full force. Many people got stung, but 
not me. I loved the bees, and they gently 
crawled up and down my arm without 
harming me. "Alice must be sharper than 
she looks," I thought.

Then she did something that really 
blew my mind. Alice called together a 
group of Quaker healers to speak about 
spiritual forms of healing at our next 
quarterly meeting. Now these were 
Quaker heavy-hitters like Barry Morley, 
whom I greatly admired for their left-
brained abilities. They told dramatic 
stories of healing experiences through 
visions, laying on hands, and other 
psychic phenomena. I was stunned. My 
sense of a common reality was being 
deeply disturbed. I asked myself, "What 
have I been missing with my narrow 
view of God?" It was time to let go and 
become more experimental with my 
spiritual gifts.

Now I look upon Alice as one of 
my greatest teachers. Her wisdom can 
be symbolized in the way she traveled 
through life, riding on a rusty bicycle 
with no planned route. At every inter-
section, she would stop and ask "Which 
way, God?" To this day I follow her 
simple guidance, following God's 
wisdom, as best I can, at every turn in 
the road.

Lesson: The elder you seek has 
her eyes open to the hidden treasures 
around you. She lets go of her own way 
and allows God to lead her in new and 
surprising ways.

Another great elder I met early on 
was named Virginia Sutton, who was 
the clerk of our yearly meeting. Quietly 
she led our often fractious Quaker busi-
ness sessions through difficult decisions, 
both acknowledging our smartness but 
turning us always to the Spirit for the 
final word. I watched her from afar 
admiringly yet I had no idea that she 
was also watching me. As a very young 
newcomer to Friends, I was serving 
in the role of monthly meeting clerk. 
Observing Virginia was my schooling in 
this art form. Other quiet elders began 
showing up to talk with me. When I look 
back at these stars in my firmament, I 
am awed at the tenderness and guidance 
they showed me without saying a word 
about it. 

Lesson: The elder you seek looks 
out for the young ones and sizes them up 
for their potential gits. She will seek to 
encourage leaders by nudging, pulling, 
pushing and showing us the way and by 
letting her own life speak. 

As I moved along the path as a 
yearly meeting leader and a traveling 
minister I had access to elders beyond 
my region. They shared the same qual-
ity of overseeing my gifts and nudging 
me along to develop them. One person 
that I met much later on was Marge 

Quaker Elders I Have Known and Loved
Maurine Pyle 

Little did I know that the elders 
were lurking about, sizing me 
up to become an elder myself 
twenty years down the road. 
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Larrabee. Many people will recognize 
this name. She was a classic Quaker 
crone, sort of like the old crow who 
perches on the fence and caws loudly 
in your ear. I recall at one FGC minis-
try weekend I spoke out of the silence 
about my yearly meeting being in dire 
straits. Afterwards Marge cornered me 
and in a croaking voice demanded, 
“What are you gonna do about it?” 

Now that was classic elder talk—
direct and truthful. I went back home 
and started to volunteer my community 
development skills to my yearly meet-
ing. Marge was right that my complain-
ing without doing was not helping the 
situation.

Lesson: At times an elder has to 
be very direct, at times salty of speech. 
We cannot always get the message 
across subtly. Sometimes we just need 
to say it. 

Elders stories? I have a million of 
them. I could go on and on with tales 
of gratitude because, now that I have 
been a Friend for 40 years, I can say 
that I know a thing or two about being 
an elder. Yet I see a vast empty space 
where the 20th century elders used 
to sit. If you have benefited as I have 
from the eldership of Friends, it is time 
for you to give back to the incoming 
generation. They need us the same way 
we needed the elders of earlier times. 
These days, I wonder if elders have 
disappeared because we are too shy 
to step forward in our culture of inde-
pendence among current Friends. So, 
here is my charge to you. If you ever 
received the benefits of eldership as 
you were joining the Religious Society 
of Friends, consider your obligation to 
pass on the gift.

Maurine Pyle is a member of Southern 
Illinois Quaker Meeting, Carbondale, 
Illinois

When my wife and life-partner 
Katharine died this January, the other 
three members of my peer group asked 
me if they could come to retreat with 
me for several days in my now empty 
house in Wisconsin (on the homestead 
where Katharine had grown up).  I said 
to them: “Friends, you have accompa-
nied me through so much these nine 
years of our peer group, joys, sorrows, 
doubts, fears, disappointments. But 
this is different—Are you sure you want 
to accompany now, through death, in 
my journey of grief, in the hardest time 
of my life. This is not easy. I might not 
make it. You might not make it.”  

“Yes,” they said, “We want to 
accompany you even through death, 
through grief, in the hardest time of 
your life.” 

I would not wish my condition on 
anyone, and yet, as I prayed about it, 
I felt, yes, they should come if they 
are led. Holy accompaniment is not a 
half-way, fair weather commitment, it 
is the sharing of our whole lives with 
one another in Love.

So we gathered for three days of 
silence, worship, meals, walks and 
conversation, in tears and laughter 
and the whole symphony of emotions. 
I kept a fire going in the woodstove in 
the February chill, and I was given the 
heart to move through another day. I 
must go through this journey of grief 
alone, but in the Love with which my 
peers have surrounded me during these 
retreat days, I know I am not alone 
in my aloneness. Thanks be to them, 
thanks be to the Love that is in them, 
for Love is of God.    —Ken Jacobsen

A lament of many Quakers who 
are serious about living a life guided 
by the Divine, by God, by the Spirit, is 
that they are unable to find the needed 
ongoing spiritual support within their 

Holy Accompaniment:
The Gift of the Peer Group

Ken Jacobsen, Emma Churchman, Allison Randall, and Marge Abbott 

home Meetings. Our Meeting might 
be small, or if it is large there might 
be plenty of wonderful, good people in 
them, but these people might not feel 
as strongly about the importance of 
God in one’s daily life as we do. So we 
look outside our Meetings, sometimes 
connecting strongly with someone 
from our Yearly Meeting whom we 
see only once or maybe twice a year, 
or we find a Spiritual Director (usually 
not Quaker, and therefore perhaps not 
quite what we yearn for), or someone 
from a Meeting nearby, or we just keep 
longing. We four, Emma, Marge, Ken 
and Allison, were fortunate enough to 
find spiritual support during a School 
of the Spirit year-long program.

Nine years ago we took the School 
of the Spirit course titled “The Way of 
Ministry.” One of the many wonderful 
things that happened there was that 
we were divided into groups of four, 
termed “Peer Groups.” These groups 
of spiritual support and accompani-
ment met together several times during 
each of the four multi-day residency 
sessions that we attended that year, 
giving support to each person in their 
ministries. There was a prescribed 
structure to the time we spent in Peer 
Groups: Five minutes of opening wor-
ship, a presentation of up to 15 minutes 
by the focus person, a few minutes of 
brief questions for factual clarification 
by the other group members if neces-
sary, two minutes of silent prayer and 
reflection, 35 minutes of deeper ques-
tions and exploration. We then got 
a five-minute break, and the second 
focus person began the same pattern.

At the start, the members of our 
group felt rebellious about this: it 
sounded too constraining, too artificial. 
But we followed the structure anyway 
(encouraged insistently by one of our 
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core teachers). To our surprise and relief, 
we discovered that once we got used 
to it, the structure helped rather than 
hindered us.

Something else that we originally 
thought would be a drawback was that 
we are such different people, of such 
different temperaments. (Shaman, nerd, 
Jesus freak, and Off The Grid). At our 
first meeting, we never thought this com-
bination of people would work. But it 
did. After that first residency of three or 
four days we had already begun to bond.

When over a year’s time you unbur-
den yourself entirely to three other 
people time and time again, talking 
about what is closest to your heart—your 
spiritual life, your spiritual challenges—
and those people listen with great atten-
tion and respect, with their ears, their 
hearts, their souls, with compassion, and 
interest, you become very close to one 
another. Our little group became so close 
that when the year was over we felt we 
couldn’t bear to end our times together. 
One of us lives in Wisconsin, one in 
Oregon, one in North Carolina, and 
one in New Hampshire, making regular 
meetings in person impossible, so we 
decided to meet once a month on the 
phone, in a conference call. That deci-
sion was made eight years ago, and we 
are still meeting at least once a month. 

Our calls are generally two hours 
long, which gives us enough time for 
each of the four of us to be the focus 
person. We begin each call with a short 
time where one of us expresses willing-
ness to be the convener, and another of 
us expresses willingness to be the first 
one to speak out of the silence when 
it seems right. We then go into silent 
worship. Unlikely as it may seem, we 
find that we have deep worship over 
the phone, probably made possible by 
the fact that we had that first year of 
being together in person, worshipping 
and listening together to God and to one 
another. When we gather in the silence 
on the phone and settle into worship we 
can visualize all of us in a small circle, 

or as the four directional points. We sink 
down into the silence quite quickly, feel-
ing unity in the Love that holds us all. 

We no longer keep to a strict time 
schedule. If we discover ahead of time 
that one of us is in crisis or has some 
other immediate need and therefore 
needs more time or the whole time, we 
agree to that change. Otherwise, under 
the guidance of our convener we pace 
ourselves so that at the end of the call 
each of us has had the time we needed 
for our unburdening, our speaking, our 
relating.

At the end of each focus person’s 
time, the convener asks, “what prayer 
can we hold with you?” and the focus 
person voices that prayer. We take some 
time then and there in silence for that 
prayer, and we each have a little book 
where we can write and remember each 
person’s prayer. These prayers help us as 
we hold each other in the Light through-
out the next month.

We support one another in our spiri-
tual journeys, have accompanied each 
other through writer’s block, through 
family troubles, despair, depression, 
through death and in grief. We have 
rejoiced with each other in a birth, 
in publishings of writings, mendings 
of family difficulties, overcoming of 
blocks, relief from depression, open-
ings into new life, and so much more. 
We have come together in discernment, 
pondering, laughter and tears. We have 
led workshops together, been elders for 
one another, buoyed one another up, 
provided clearness for one another, and 
called each other to accountability. We 
help each other find perspective in our 
interactions with our local and Yearly 
Meetings and Quaker institutions. We 
know each other well enough that we 
can even tease each other, as we notice 
the same block or problem or concern 
come up time after time in slightly dif-
ferent guise.

We are four people who are from 
four distinctly different parts of the 
country and four different Yearly 

Meetings, three different time zones, of 
two different genders, but of one faith.

We are strong spiritual friends who 
feel great love for one another within 
that greater Love that guides us. 

This Peer group is a blessing indeed 
for all of us.

Ken Jacobsen and his wife Katharine have 
lived and taught in Quaker schools and 
communities for many years, and keep a 
poustinia, a retreat house for travelers at 
their lakeside home in Wisconsin.  Ken is a 
member of Stillwater Meeting, Ohio Yearly 
Meeting, currently sojourning with Beloit 
Meeting, Northern Yearly Meeting.
Emma Churchman is an endorsed Quaker 
minister, and a member of Swannanoa Valley 
Friends Meeting (Black Mountain, NC), 
Southern Appalachia Yearly Meeting and 
Association, where she serves as clerk of 
Ministry and Counsel. She is a conscious 
business mentor, empowering spiritually-
oriented entrepreneurs to cultivate faith in 
their business.
Allison Randall is member of Keene Friends 
Meeting in Keene, NH, longtime member 
of New England Yearly Meeting Ministry 
and Counsel, and leader of workshops on 
deepening Meeting for Worship and the 
spiritual lives of (F)riends.  She also designs 
and makes soothing cloth Centering Toys 
and holds individuals and groups in the 
Light.
Margery Post Abbott is a released Friend 
under the care of Multnomah Monthly 
Meeting (Portland, Oregon), North Pacific 
Yearly Meeting. She has published several 
books, including To Be Broken and Tender 
and the Backhouse Lecture “Everyday 
Prophets.”  She regularly leads workshops 
and speaks to Friends groups and is working 
on a book on prophetic ministry.
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Book Review
Louise Wilson, 1996. Inner Tenderings. Richmond, 
Indiana: Friends United Press. Reviewed by Maurine Pyle.

The best Quaker elders are often hidden in the woodwork. 
If you have never heard of Louise Wilson before, it is 

probably because she comes from the tradition of the hidden 
elders. An adage of Early Friends was “keep low, keep to 
your measure” and Louise followed it. However, if you 
were traveling in the same circles of elders among the 20th 
century Christian Friends, she was quite notable for her 
friendship with Howard Thurman, another hidden elder. He 
was a mentor of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and had a huge 
influence on King’s emerging ministry while King studied 
at Boston College. Louise and Howard Thurman formed 
an unusual mentor relationship, a black man and a white 
woman during the tumultuous period of Civil Rights in the 
1960s. God had a plan for their lives that was not rooted in 
culture or prejudice.

Who was Louise Wilson when she received her call into 
ministry? A shy suburban Quaker living in Virginia Beach, 
Virginia. When she met Howard Thurman at a conference, 
her entire life changed. She remembers their early encounters: 
“As I felt my life move into deepening channels of God’s 
grace, Howard reminded me not to waste energy in won-
dering over the why and the miracle of it, but to let myself 
down into the moving current that surrounded me. This was 
hard for me because part of my feeling of safety comes from 
being in control; however, I began to see how all the pieces 
fit together—my failures, my victories, my joy, my pain, all 
my offerings, all a part of being let down 
into the moving current of life.”

This remarkable story of two elders 
traveling together is a source of wisdom 
we need to renew in the Religious 
Society of Friends. Here are some 
excerpts from the book:

“In the spring of 1969 I spoke to 
Howard about my difficulty in being still 
in the deepest sense. He told me not to 
alarm myself. ‘Things have been stirred 
in you that have come to life in you and 
they must find their new relation to the 
whole. This means fragmentation, but 
God broods over it for the settling in,’ 
were his words to me. He told me to be 
of good heart.

“I talked with Howard about my 
dilemma in discerning God’s will for my 
life….He said to me, ‘I am not sure that 
there is a hard and fast line between what 
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is a person’s fundamental desire and the will and mind of God. 
How else can He come in full play to us except through the 
deepest depths of our living.’ Gradually these words seemed 
to take root in me, and I began to tell God my sincere desire 
and will, asking that it be done, if it be His will. It was as if 
a load was lifted off my shoulders. Had God been waiting 
for me to articulate my deepest desires? Was God wanting 
me to come to know what I really wanted and to express it? 
I believe that to be true.

“My friendship with Howard Thurman gave me an 
opportunity, through letters, phone calls, and visits, to share 
both my pain and my joy with someone I trusted. He gave 
me honest feedback. Most of all Howard taught me to honor 
my ‘creatureliness,’ as he called it. I thought I was supposed 
to be Christlike! For me that didn’t leave any room for my 
humanity. No wonder I was in such turmoil….Gradually I 
began to honor my body, paying attention to its messages to 
me. I honored my mind, not expecting that I be the mind of 
Christ at all times! I honored my feelings, accepting the fact 
that it was all right to feel angry, to feel happy—to feel. It was 
all right to be me. This may not sound like a relief to those 
who read these words, but for me it opened up a new world....

“In a lifetime we come to really know only a few per-
sons. At some unexpected moment we may glimpse the inner 
yearnings of another and for the first time touch that still small 
place within where there is no separation. Sometimes this 
happens with a friend, sometimes with a stranger. Sometimes 
we share a precious moment with another when nothing is 
said: the silence undergirds. A knowing is experienced that 
goes deeper than words.” 
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August 2017
Conflict in Meetings
Editor: Michael Resman 

Friends may respond to a person 
presenting a difficulty by direct dis-
cussion, appeasement, taking sides, 
shunning, sweeping it under the rug, 
or simply leaving, or sometimes all 
of the above. Occasionally, an elder 
may kindly and clearly nip a problem 
in the bud. What caused the conflict 
in your meeting? How was the situa-
tion resolved, or not resolved? What 
seemed to be the long-term outcome 
for the spiritual health of the meeting? 
What are your reflections on your 
meeting’s experience?

 Deadline: May 15, 2017

November 2017
Sexuality and Spirituality
Editors: Betty Brody with Judy 
Lumb
“What is your beloved more than any 
other, O fairest of women? … My 
beloved is fair and ruddy, a paragon 
among ten thousand. … His whispers 
are sweetness itself, wholly desirable.” 
Song of Songs 5:9-16 (New English 
Version). Is it possible that Spirit wants 
us to bring all of ourselves to relationship 
with Itself? Is it possible to have a 
full relationship with Spirit without 
including our sexuality? Have you 
experienced sexual arousal during any 
of your spiritual practices? Can sexual 
practices stimulate spiritual growth? 

Deadline: August 15, 2017

February 2018
Nudges
Editor: Earl Smith

“Take heed, dear Friends, to the 
promptings of love and truth in your 
hearts. Trust them as the leadings 
of God whose Light shows us our 
darkness and brings us to new life.” 
(Quaker Faith and Practice, Britain 
Yearly Meeting, 1955). How has God 
been nudging you into faithfulness? 
Did you write a letter after days of 
uneasiness and find it changed the 
debate? Did you “happen” to call 
a friend just when she needed you? 
God is ever guiding us—what nudges 
have you experienced?

Deadline: November 15, 2017


